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Truth, Christopher Norris reminds us, is very much out of fashion at the moment whether at the
hands of politicians, media pundits, or purveyors of postmodern wisdom in cultural and literary
studies. Across a range of disciplines the idea has taken hold that truth-talk is either redundant or
the product of epistemic might. Questions of truth and falsehood are always internal to some
specific language-game; history is just another kind of fiction; philosophy is only a kind of writing;
law is a wholly rhetorical practice. InReclaiming Truth, Norris critiques these fashionable trends of
thought and mounts a specific challenge to cultural relativist doctrines in epistemology, philosophy
of science, ethics, and political theory. Norris presents his case in a series of closely argued
chapters that take issue with the relativist position. He attempts to rehabilitate the value of truth in
philosophy of science by restoring a lost distinction between concept and metaphor and argues
that theoretical discourse, so far from being an inconsequential activity, has very real
consequences, particularly in ethics and politics. This debate has become skewed, he suggests,
through the widespread and typically postmodern idea that truth-claims must always go along with
a presumptive or authoritarian bid to silence opposing views. On the contrary, there is nothing as
dogmaticвЂ”or as silencingвЂ”as a relativism that acknowledges no shared truth conditions for
valid or responsible discourse. Norris also offers a timely reassessment of several
thinkersвЂ”Althusser and Derrida among themвЂ”whose reception history has been distorted by
the vagaries of short-term intellectual fashion. Reclaiming Truthwill be welcomed by readers
concerned with the uses and abuses of theory at a time when such questions are in urgent need of
sustained and serious debate.
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Re-Thinking the Cogito Naturalism, Reason and the Venture of Thought, Christopher Norris, Oct
14, 2010, Philosophy, 273 pages. Christopher Norris argues for and constructs a new approach to
philosophy of mind that combines naturalistic and rationalist perspectives usually thought to be at
odds..

Platonism, Music and the Listener's Share , Christopher Norris, Dec 9, 2006, Philosophy, 202
pages. This is an important piece of work from an influential and highly-acclaimed theorist
exploring the New Musicology and other debates in recent philosophy of music.

Deconstruction Theory and Practice, Christopher Norris, 2002, Literary Criticism, 234 pages.
Deconstruction: Theory and Practice has been acclaimed as by far the most readable, concise and
authoritative guide to this topic. Without oversimplifying or glossing over the.

Minding the Gap Epistemology & Philosophy of Science in the Two Traditions, Christopher Norris,
2000, Philosophy, 296 pages. In this sweeping volume, Christopher Norris challenges the view that
there is no room for productive engagement between mainstream analytic philosophers and
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provocative new book, Christopher Norris challenges the prevalent idea that deconstruction is
merely a more.

William Empson and the Philosophy of Literary Criticism , Christopher Norris, Jan 13, 2014,
Literary Criticism, 222 pages. Following the publication of Seven Types of Ambiguity in 1930
William Empson was quickly recognised as a critic of great originality and unique creative gifts
and he has.

On Truth and Meaning Language, Logic and the Grounds of Belief, Christopher Norris, Jun 15,
2006, Philosophy, 216 pages. Christopher Norris presents a wide-ranging and distinctively angled
perspective on many of the most challenging topics in current philosophical debate and explores a
range of.

Truth and the Ethics of Criticism , Christopher Norris, Jan 1, 1994, Critical theory., 148 pages.
This text is a reply to some of the more doctrinaire beliefs that pass for "radical" thinking. For the
most part, Norris argues, these ideas are based on a false understanding.

Jacques Derrida, Volume 4 , Christopher Norris, David Roden, 2003, , 1664 pages. .

Truth Matters Realism, Anti-Realism and Response-Dependence, Christopher Norris, Jan 1, 2005,
Philosophy, 228 pages. Truth Matters is the first full-length introduction to response-dependence,
a topic that has become a main focus of interest for philosophers across a wide range of
disciplines.

Badiou's 'Being and Event' A Reader's Guide, Christopher Norris, Jul 24, 2009, Philosophy, 316
pages. Badiou is without doubt the most influential philosopher working in Europe today - this
book will provide the first detailed introduction to Being and Event, a hugely important.
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Goodnight, Gracie , Lloyd Schwartz, May 1, 1992, Poetry, 104 pages. Includes "Reports of My
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Media Understanding Heritage in a Participatory Culture, Elisa Giaccardi, 2012, Social Science, 251
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